TAPTOE corrigenda

30. end of 2nd full par: omit “PLATO”; relation should end with “OF”

34. line 5: add “-OF” after “INTERLOCUTOR”

36. last line on page (in ftn) “reasons”, not “reason”

37n19. Add “and of”: “engagements in and of being”

39. line 1: delete “being as such and as a whole”

49. two lines from bottom: “disquotational,” not “diquotational”

82. line 1. Subscript should begin “ED,” not “UE”

145. line 3. Insert comma after “co-articulate being”

152. lines 13–14. Delete “has the capacity to be for some time,” Should read: “each has the capacity to unite with the other” (reason: the text explicitly says that being is not a capacity)

163. First line of 8.3.5: delete “all” (otherwise, the first two sentences are contradictory)

168. line 4: replace “implicitly or explicitly governs” with “is implicitly or explicitly applicable to” (because the operator doesn’t govern sentences that are semantically underdetermined)

179. line 5 delete parenthetical page reference, i.e., “(443)”; that is the S.u.S. page number. The SB page number is the same as above, i.e., 332.